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Opening remarks from Dave 

* Gov’s budget: is public, please take a moment to look at the proposed budget 

* Medicaid Reform is also an important topic for the legislative session 

* Introductions of attendees 

 

Introduction of the day’s agenda: Kerri Erb 

Overview of IDD: Sandy Ellsworth DHHS (see power point presentation) 

Panel Presentation: “Stomping the Silos” 

*Introduction of panel members 

Key points for Crisis Service Delivery in NC:  

1. Often IDD consumers end up in ED because they don’t have financial resources for an alternate 
service provider 

2. The ED is the only resource that parents/family members are aware of 
3. Limited support to get the IDD consumer out of the ED once they arrive there 
4. ED’s do have their place in our system, they will take care of the IDD consumer when no one 

else will  
5. ED environment is not conducive for an IDD consumer: noise, lack of personal attention, chaos 

often results in physical/chemical intervention 
6. Behavioral crisis is usually the typical type of crisis. Often involves physical aggression that family 

cannot control 
7. Crisis services for Children: State developed the “TRACK program” at Murdoch Center with 6 

beds for a max of 45 days for crisis stabilization. (only 6 beds are dedicated to serve the entire 
state). Vast majority are not having a psychiatric crisis, but a behavioral, environmental change 
is usually the norm. Usually the behavior is a chronic problem that the family has tolerated, but 
an environmental change, stimulates an exacerbation of behavioral symptoms.  



8. Ruling out “other” causes for the crisis: medical illness can often manifest in a behavioral crisis 
as IDD individuals often have problems communicating: better functional assessment needed 

9. Staff/providers/families/mco staff/school are under trained and not supported  
10. We need to do an interdisciplinary assessment model and how to support them within the 

system 
11. Types of crisis: Behavioral, psychiatric, Crisis of residence A. due to escalation in behavior, the 

family can’t handle them B. behavior is such/family dynamics are such, this isn’t the best place 
for them to live 

12. Two types of people seen in crisis: A. one timer B. Repeaters 
13. Possible solutions: 1. Use TRACK model, but it needs to be in communities instead of so far 

away: perhaps MCO’s look into developing 2. Providers shouldn’t  have to wait to provide crisis 
services and not wait for pre-authorization 

14. Shortage of dually trained professionals is an issue 
15. Increase reimbursement rate for service providers 
16. Services and even the state system are fragmented and see the IDD person separately and 

secondly 

Networking break 

NC Start: A model of MH Crisis Prevention and Intervention for IDD (see power point presentation) 

1. Includes a Respite component which serves to support the providers and the individual  
2. Team of professionals which includes a psychologist, psychiatrist and trained professional staff. 

During this time they are doing assessments and preparing a crisis plan.  
3. Prevention and Intervention service: comprehensive program 
4. START is not replacing the other services, but is working with the components in the system 
5. START is not only IDD service, but is also a behavioral health service as well.  

 First Responder Training: Jennifer Mahan (see power point presentation) 

1. The 2004 death of Sidney Templeton in Statesville prompted first responder training – today we 
are seeing samples of key points covered in trainings. 

2. Joint Legislative Study Committee on Autism and Public Safety have assisted with development 
of first responders which includes police officers, school officers, EMT/EMS, fire fighters 

3. Video trainings show what to do and scenarios that show what don’t work.  

Wrap ups 

 

 

 

 


